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PREFACE 
The approximation theory has a close relationship with other 
branches of mathematics. Existance of such a relationship is explained 
by the fact that many important problems of approximation theory are 
formulated and solved in the process of development of other 
mathematical topics, while on the other hand the development of the 
approximation theory has assisted development in other mathematical 
domains and set the course of completely new direction in mathematics. 
The aim of present dissertation entitled "A study of degree of 
approximation by positive linear operators" is to study the linear methods of 
approximation which are given by a sequence {Ln} of positive linear operators. 
The positivity of operators is most important. 
Our aim is to relate the smoothness of the function / being 
approximated with the rate of decrease of || / - L„ (/) ||. We discuss this in the 
setting of direct theorems, Saturation and many other results of approximation 
theory. The present dissertation consists of five chapters. 
Chapter I is introductory, which contains a brief resume of relevant 
results which have direct or indirect relations with the subsequent chapters. 
Some definitions concerning operators, approximation theory and various other 
definitions have also been given. 
In Chapter II we have discussed about the approximation of functions by 
Bernstein operators. 
Chapter III deals with the approximation of functions by Kantorovitch-
type operators. 
In Chapter IV, we have discussed the degree of approximation by the 
positive linear operators. 
In Chapter V is devoted to the study of, 'exponential type operators' and 
approximation theorems, viz. approximation theorems for Szasz Mirakyan type 
operators, modified Szasz Mirakyan operators, combination of a class of 
exponential type operators. 
Towards the end we have given a complete bibliography of the 
publications to which references have been made in the contents of the 
dissertation. 
Chapter - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
Definition (1.1) Linear Positive Operators: 
A linear positive operator is a function L having the following properties: 
(i) The domain D of L is a non empty set of real functions, all having 
the same real domain V. 
(ii) For every / e D, L ( / ) is again a real function with domain V. 
(iii) If / and g belong to D, and if a and b are reals, then 
a / + bgeDand 
L(a /+bg) = a L ( / ) + bL(g) 
(iv) If / eD, and f{x)> 0 for every jc eV, then ( L / ) {x)> 0 for every 
jceV. 
Consequently, if L is a linear positive operator and / , geD then 
/ < g throughout V implies Lf<. Lg there, and | / |^ g throughout 
VImplies \Lf\<Lg there. 
1.2 Approximation problem: 
In approximation theory we study the relation between a given 
function and its smooth version. The problem of approximation of 
functions by polynomials can be described in the following way: 
Let (/) be a set of functions defined on A. If / is a function on a space A, 
one can find a linear combination 
P = a,< ,^ +fl2^2 + « > „ 
Where <^, e ^ and ai are reals, which is closed to / ? 
Generally two problems arise: 
(i) How to select <(> ? 
(ii) How we measure the deviation of P from / ? 
We are mostly concerned with the second question i.e. for 
approximating f{x) to a polynomial P {x) (a linear combination), 
actually we have to show that how much P {x) is closed to f{x), i.e., 
\ f{x)-P{x)\<e,\ox all x, where e characterises the closeness of 
P (x) with /(x) ? therefore, the measure of approximation is the 
quantity A (P) = max \f{x)-P{x)\ which is called the distance between 
P (x)and /(x) , or deviation of /(x)from P (x). 
Definition (1.2.1) (Approximation): Let X be a Banach space of 
continuous functions on [a,b] with the norm ||. || defined by 
11/11= sup I/(x) I 
X s \a,b\ 
Let ^ be a subset of X. An element of X is called approximable by linear 
combination 
P - a,(f), \a^(f)^ + o>„ 1.2.1 
Where ^ i e ^ , and ai are reals, if for each £• > 0, there is a polynomial P 
such that 
Answering the fundamental question of approximation of functions by 
polynomials in affirmative, Weierstrass [42] has shown the possibility of 
representation of any continuous function subject to the choosen 
algebraic polynomial P {x). We can formulate this result as follows: 
Weierstrass first theorem: lf/(x)e C[a,6], then for every £• > 0, there 
exists an algebraic polynomial P{x) such that 
\f{x)-P{x)\<e, 
holds for every x in the interval. 
We are also concerned with the possibility of establishing approximation 
of continuous and periodic functions by means of trigonometric 
polynomials. For this we have the following theorem. 
Weierstrass Second theorem: Let /(x)eC2,for each £ > 0, there 
exists a trigonometric polynomial T{X) such that for all real x 
\T{x)-f{x)\<s, 
Weierstrass second theorem has shown that any function f{x)e.C^„ 
can be represented by a trigonometric polynomial at any prescribed 
accuracy. But the degree of approximating polynomial may come out to 
very high therefore, it is natural to ask what accuracy of approximation 
can obtained if the degree of approximating polynomial is limited before 
hand. 
Definition (1.2.2) (Degree of approximation) 
Let ^ = {(f)^  } be a sequence of functions then, 
K{f)=E„{f)= inf I  / - ( a , ^ , + a,^, + + « > J 
a|.a2,. . .an 
= inf i / - P | | 1.2.2 
where P is defined in (1.2.1) is called the nth degree of approximation of 
/ by the sequence { ^^ }. 
Definition (1.2.3) (Best approximation) 
If the infimum in (1.2.2) is attained for some P, then P is called a 
polynomial (a linear combination) of best approximation. 
Remarks: 
(i) If the P are algebraic polynomials of a given degree, then n in 
(1.2.2) will refer to the degree of the polynomial rather than the 
number of function ^, 
(ii) E„ (/) is also called the error in approximating / by the 
polynomial P. 
1.3 Classes of Functions: In this section we list several classes of 
functions which will be constantly used later. 
Let f{x)eC[a,b] (or/(;c)e Q,) and let En be its best approximation by 
means of algebraic (or trigonometric) polynomials of order not higher 
than n. By Weierstrass's theorem it is found that 
lim E„=0 
Naturally the "simpler" approximating function f{x), the more accurately 
will it be represented by means of a polynomial (algebraic or 
trigonometric). 
Now, we shall engage in the question of the influence exerted by an 
improvement in the structural properties of the approximated function on 
the order of the decrease of its best approximation E„. 
A convenient characteristic of the structural properties of a function is a 
quantity called the "modulus of continuity" of this function. 
Definition (1.3.1) (IVIodulus of continuity): To measure the continuity 
of a function / e c[a,b\, we consider the first difference with step t, 
A, f{x) = f{x + t)- f{x) of the function / and put 
0) if,5) = CO is) = max I f{x + t)- f{x) \ 
The function a){d) is called the modulus of continuity of / and defined 
for 0 < ^ < / , where l = b-a. 
The modulus of continuity co{5) has the following fundamental 
properties: 
(a) In order that for a function f{x) to be uniformly continuous on 
[a,b], it is necessary and sufficient condition, 
lim (o{5)=Q 
S . 0 
(b) The function fl>(/) is positive and increases monotonically i.e. 
if 62 > 5i > 0, then eo (82) > G> (5i) 
(c) a (5) is sub additive i.e. 
a>(5i + 52)< w(5i)+ 0^ (62) 
(d) c> (5) is continuous. 
(e) If n is a natural number, then 
(o (nS) < n 6J (5) 
(f) If "k is any positive number, then 
6j(X5)<(>.+ 1) (o{h). 
Definition (1.3.2) (Moduli of Smoothness): If f{x) is defined on [a,b], 
then, 
A',/(x) = A,/(;c)=|/(x + / ) - / W ] 
and A'^/W^A, A7'/W. 
then we obtain by induction on A', / {x) 
fr\ 
A;/W=Z(-ir-* k f{x^kt) 
where 
* = 0 
l'r\ fx 
\ J 
k\{r-k)\ 
\n = b-a, then the moduli of smoothness of / e C [ a, b] are defined by 
cy, ( / ,5)=max|A', /( ;c) | , r=1,2. 
x,l 
0<5< l/r 
CO, ( / , 5), Moduli of smoothness have the following properties: 
(a) CO, ( / , 5) is continuous, increasing and satisfies 
o^r ( / . 0 ) = 0 
(b) CO, ( / , 5) < 5' sup I / ^ ' ^A: ) ! , where /'^ is the absolute 
continuous r"^  derivative of / e C [ a, b]. 
(c) ^ , , , ( / ,5 )<^ ' f i , , ( /W,5) fo rs = 1,2 
(d) If n is natural number, then 
ft;, ( / , n 5 ) < n ^ 6 ; r ( / , 5 ) 
(e) If A, Is a non integral factor, then 
Definition (1.3.3) (Lipschitz class Lip a): If the function f{x) defined 
on the interval [a,b] and for all x,ye [a,b], it satisfies the inequality 
\f{y)-f{x)\<M\y-x\" 
then it is said that the function f{x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with 
exponent a and coefficient M, and we write 
f{x)eLip^ a 
In those cases when the coefficient M is not essential, then we write 
/{x)eLip^ a 
In other words, Lip/^ a is the class of all the functions satisfying the 
Lipschitz condition of a given order with special coefficient M and Lip a 
be the class of functions satisfying the Lipschitz condition of order a with 
arbitrary coefficients. A function/(x) satisfying the Lipschitz condition 
have the following properties: 
(a) A function satisfying the Lipschitz condition is uniformly continuous. 
(b) If /(;c)e Lip a, where a > 1, then f{x) is a constant quantity. 
(c) If every where in the interval (a,b) there exists a derivative 
/ '(x),with | / ' ( ;c) |<M.then 
/ W e Lipf^ 1. 
(d) If the interval [a,b] is finite and a < p, then 
Lip a 3 Lip p. 
(e) The relations / ( X ) G LipM a and co{s) <US" are equivalent. 
Definition (1.3.4) (Hardy - Little wood class Lip (a, p)): 
The Hardy - Little wood class Lip (a, p) (p <«>) [17] is the space of all 
functions f satisfying the condition 
'" /(x+0-/(4 
/ | la,p=S"P 
"^  I > 0 , X f t" dt 
Definition (1.3.5) (Lip K{f) class): A function / (x) , integrable L 
(Lebesque integrable) is said to belong to Lip K (/)class, if 
/ IL = sup 
t>0,k Kif) <oo 1.3.5 
where K (r)is positive increasing function, such that K {t)lt 
is decreasing, A^  (/) -> 0, as / -> 0 and 
K{xy)<K{x)K{y) 
Remarks: We notice that by taking 
1. Kit) = t° in (1.3.5) for 0 < a < 1, the above class reduces to 
Up a. 
2. Kit) = t"'' in (1.3.5) for 0 < a < 1 and P < oo, aP > 1 and 
above class reduces to Lip (a, P). 
Definition (1.3.6) (Quasi - Smooth function): A function / e C [a,b] is 
said to be Quasi Smooth if it satisfies either fij2 ( / , 6) = o (5). 
or 1/ (x +5)+f {x-5)- 2f{x\ < M.5,5 > 0 
where f{x)e Z, where Z is called the Zygmund class 
Remarks 
(i) All functions of the class Lip1 are Quasi-smooth but the converse 
is not true, 
(ii) From the above remark, we deduce that every class Lip1 is also a 
class Z, but not conversely. 
1.3.7 Functions of bounded variation: 
(i) Definition: If [a,b] is a finite interval, then a set of points 
P = {xo,x ;c„} satisfying the inequalities 
a = Xo<Xj< x„_^<x„=b is called a partition of [a,b]. The 
interval [;c^_,,xj is called the k"^  subinterval of Pand we 
write AA:^  = x^  - Xi_,, so that^ ^^ t = b-a. The collection of all 
possible partitions of [a,b] will be denoted by p [a,b]. 
(ii) Definition: Let / be defined on [a,b], if P = {xa,x x„] is a 
partition of [a,b], write A/^ =/(^t) - / ( ^ * - , ) , k = 1,2,3 n. If 
there exists a positive number M such that 
t h/, |<M 
for all partitions of [a,b], then / is said to be bounded variation on 
[a.b]. 
1-4 Order of Saturation: The most important and recent concept of 
approximation theory is 'saturation', many of the classical approximation 
procedures such as fourier series, fejer and Jackson means and the 
Bernstein polynomials have property that rate at which they converge is 
dependent on the smoothness of the function being approximated. 
Furthermore, it often happens that there exists an 'optimal' order of 
approximation in the sense thafa better rate of approximation can not be 
achieved by increasing the smoothness of the function. When this 
occurs we say the approximation procedure is saturated and the 
saturation class is the collection of all functions optimally approximated 
by the procedure 
The concept of saturation class was first introduced into approximation 
theory by J. Favard in 1949 [13,14] 
Definition M.4) (Saturation): Let f{x) be integrable funcion in {-n, n) 
and periodic with 2n and let its fourier series be 
5* (/) = — flfo + ^ (flj cos kx + bi, sin kx) 
Let us consider the family of linear operators 
^«(/3^)=Ii '^4(4 where gl"\ k = 0,l,2, , t w = l) are 
A:-0 
summating functions. 
If there is a positive non-increasing function ^(x)and a constant K of 
functions such that 
IAx)-Lnif;x)\\ = o{<^{x)) 
10 
If and only if f{x) is constant, 
\\f{x)-L„{f;x)\\ = oiHx)) 
if and only if f{x) belong to class K; then it is said to be that their method 
of approximation is saturated with the order (p{x) and the class K. The 
function ^ is then called an optimal degree of approximation. 
1.5 Approximation of functions by linear positive operator: 
The problem of approximating a real (or complex) valued function 
g(t) defined on the real line or on the subset of it by means of a suitable 
sequence {L„} (n =1,2....) of linear positive operators for points of 
continuity have studied by several mathematicians. In general, such a 
procedure assumes the convergence L„{f;x) > f{x) as 
n -> 00. where x is a fixed point or it belongs to a set of points on which 
an approximation is desired, for some test function f{t). 
The second Weierstrass's theorem establishes the possibility of an 
unlimited approach to periodic continuous functions with the aid of 
trigonometric polynomials. In 1908, de la valee - Poussin (see Natason 
[32] page No. 7) introduced the operators V„(j ix) and gave a very 
simple proof of Weierstrass second approximation theorem. 
Definition (1.5.1^: Let f{x) e C^,. The integral 
K{x)=v„{f;x) 
is called the de la-vallee Poussin singular integral. 
11 
The de la - vallee - Poussin Theorem: Let /(x)GC2^and V„{x) be the 
de la vallee - Poussin singular integral defined as in (1.5.1). Then 
lim V„ (x) = f{x) holds uniformly to all real x. 
w->co 
Natason [32] gave an ultimate proof of the Weierstrass second theorem 
by a trigonometric polynomial R'„{x)ca\\ed Rogosinski singular integral. 
Definition (1.5.2): Let f{x)eC2„and S„{x) be a partial sum of the 
fourier series of this function. We write 
Kix) = ^  x + ~\ + S. 
2/7. 
X-- n 
2n 
= ~<^ o + X (^t ''^^ fcc + ^i sin kx)cos — 2 rri yin) 
Then the Rogosinski singular integral /?*(x) is defined as: 
1 
«^ W = j - J/(^ + /)cos nt 1 
. t n 
sin — + — 2 \n 
( t -,r\ 
sin t__n_ 
dt 
This trigonometric polynomial R'„{x) satisfies the property that 
lim R\ {x) = f{x) holds uniformly on the entire axis 
12 
It has been observed by Korovkin [19,20] that for a sequence ( i j of 
positive linear operators convergence often can be established quite 
simply by checking it for certain finite sets of function / . This is one of 
the most important properties of linear positive operators. We state the 
following theorem due to Korovkin ([20]. P. 14). 
Theorem (1.1) If the three conditions 
L„{\;x) = \ + a„{x\ 
L„{t;x) = x + P„{x\ 
L„[t^\x)=x^ +rAx\ 
are satisfied for the sequence of linear positive operators Z„ ( / ; 4 
where a „ (4 ^ „ ( 4 x„(x) converge uniformly to zero in the interval 
a < x < b. Then the sequence L„ ( / ; x)converges uniformly to the 
function f{x)\n this interval; if /(r)is bounded continuous in the interval 
[a,b], continuous on the right at point b and on the left at the point a. 
1.6 Examples of linear positive operators: Here we list some linear 
positive operators which recently have been subjected to research. 
1.6.1 Bernstein Operators: For a function / in C [0,1], the Bernstein 
polynomial of / of degree n is defined by 
t=o V " / 
13 
n\ n-k 
where P„j^ {x) = \k x* {\-x)' 
is a binomial distribution. 
1.6.2 Baskakov Operators: The operators L„: c[o, oo] > C [o, c»] 
Baskakov are defined by 
Z„(/(r);x)=(l + x r 2 
t = 0 V ) 
>* a> 
l + x / « ; 
1.6.3 Szasz Mirakvan Operators: The Operators 
5„ : C [o, oo] -> C [O, oo]are defined by 
s.(/(0;.)=^-E^/(f (n = 1,2 ) 
are linear positive operators. 
1.6.4 Meyer - Konig and Zeller Operators: The operators 
L„: C [O, l] -> C [o, l] are defined by 
fi^ n-n 4(/W;^) = I " ( l - ^ r ^ ' - V V r (n = 1,2.3 ) 
Replacing (^" " j ^ ^ j by (^" " j / and performing the substitution l = n + k 
Cheney and Sharma [7] obtained in 1964 the following: 
1.6.5 Cheney - Sharma Operators: The ooerators defined by 
M„(/(/);;c) = ( l - x r | ; 
*-o 
n+k^ 
k 
\ ) 
x ' f ( k \ 
n + kj (n = 1,2,3 ) 
inspite of the slight modification these operators M„ are still called 
operators of Meyer -Konig and Zeller. The right hand members of 
(1.6.5) are called Bernstein power series. 
14 
1.6.6 Schurer Operators: In 1962 Schurer [34] introduced the operators 
S„,:C 0,1 + - > C [O, l] defined by 
5„,(/;^) = S / - KA4 where 
fn+p\ 
V J 
P is a non-negative integer. 
in case P = 0, we have Bernstein operator (1.6.1). 
n 
Chapter - 2 
APPROXIMATION OF 
FUNCTIONS BY 
BERNSTEIN 
OPERATORS 
2.1 Introduction: In approximation theory of real functions, one of the most 
important theorem is the well known theorem of Weierstrass. It states 
that every real function defined and continuous on a (finite) closed 
interval [a,b] of the real axis can be approximated arbitrarily closely by 
polynomials. One of the most elegant proof of the Weierstrass theorem 
was given by Bernstein [4] in 1912, it is based upon a consideration 
drawn from probability theory. In the proof a sequence of polynomials is 
constructed, now bearing his name which depend on the function to be 
approximated and if their order increases infinitely they tends uniformly 
to that function. This fact amplified and enriched the researches in this 
domain with the new and important results. 
The nth Bernstein polynomials is defined as: 
Definition (2.2) (Bernstein Polynomials): 
Let f e C[0, 1] [ The set of real functions defined on [0, 1]). The 
Bernstein polynomial / of degree n is defined as 
Where P„, (x) = f ?1 x' (l - x)""* x e [0,1] 
«= 1,2,3 
^=0,1,2,3 « 
and k 
\ J 
are binomial coefficients. / - is value of the given function 
"J 
at the point x = 
16 
Since the function (2.2) are linear positive in [0, 1]. Therefore, for 
/>Olmplles B„f>0 on [0, 1], that is B„{f;x) is a positive linear 
operator from c[o, l] to c[0, l ] . Further it possesses a property which 
plays a very important role in approximation theory: it is monotone, i.e. if 
f{x) is non-negative on [0, 1] its image B„ f is also non-negative on 
[0, 1]. These properties of Bernstein Operators are shared with other 
operators considered in the approximation theory. 
If we define the Bernstein polynomials by 
5«.* W = " Q ^ * ( l - ^ r * where « = 1,2,3 , / t = 0,1,2,3 n 
then we can obtain the graphical representation of the Bernstein 
polynomials of degree one, two and three. 
For mathematical convenience, we consider that 
5„^ =0 ififc<Oor/fc>« 
then, the Bernstein polynomials of degree 1 are 
and can be plotted for 0 < x < 1 as 
17 
The Bernstein polynomials of degree 2 are 
B,,{x)=2xil-x) 
B,^,{x) = x' 
and can be plotted for 0 < x < 1 as 
B ( X ) 
The Bernstein polynomials of degree 3 are 
Bs,oix) = il-xy 
B,^,{x)=3x{\-xy 
B,, {x) = 3x'{l-x) 
B,_,{x) = x' 
18 
and can be plotted for 0 < ;c < 1 as 
B M 
"3.0 
^3,3 
In 1912, Bernstein [4] associated with the operators defined by (2.2) 
Now using by Newton's binomial formula, we have 
Now putting a = x and 6 = (l - x) in (2.2.1), we get 
i=0 
or X "C,x'{\-xy-'=\ 
Again putting o = z and Z> = 1 in (2.2.1), we have 
X ''Qz*=(l + z)'' 
Now differentiating (2.2.3) with respect to z, we get 
2.2.1 
2.2.2 
2.2.3 
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\n-\ 
4=0 
Multiplying by ^, we get 
*=0 
Differentiating (2.2.4) with respect to z, we get 
f^ "C, e z'-'^nz{n-1) (1 + z)"-' + « (l + z)""' 
= «(l + z)""^ [nz-z + l + z] 
= «(l + «z)(l + z)"" 
t=0 
n-2 
or Y. *' "<^ * z*-'=«(l + «z)(l + z) 
*>0 
Multiplying by z, we get 
X /t' "C, z* = «z(l + nz)(l + z)"-' 
11-2 
* = 0 
X Now putting z = in (2.2.3), we get 
\-x 
Z "C, ' X ^ 
k=0 
\" 
= 1 + l-xj \ l-xj 
Multiplying by (l - x)", we get 
t '•c,x'{\-xr=i 
k=0 
Again Multiplying by n^ x^, we get 
X «V "C, ;c*(l-;c)"-*=«V 
k'O 
2.2.4 
2.2.5 
2.2.6 
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-X 
putting z = in (2.2.4), we get 
z * 
*=0 \-xJ l-x 
1 + 
l-x 
^ k "C, x' {\-x)-' =nx \" 
\-xJ 
Multyplying by (l - xf, we get 
j ; k "C.x" (l-x)""* =nx 
Again nnultiplying by - 2 « x, we get 
- 2 2] nxk "C.x" (l-x)""* = -2«'x' 
putting z = - ^ , in (2.2.5), we get 
x-1 
Z ^^  "Q r ^ V 
*=0 
or 
V l - X y 
^ V A 
= n 1 + 
« X 
1-xJv 1 -^ 
•."-2 
1+-
1-x 
| ] )t' "C, x*(l-x)"*=nx(l-x + «x) r 1 \" 
t=0 Vl-x. 
Multiplying by (l - x)", we get 
Y, A:' "C, x*(l-x)""* = « x ( l - x + «x) 
Now adding (2.2.6), (2.2.7) and (2.2.8), we get 
2.2.7 
2.2.8 
X n'x' "C, x' (l-x)"-* - 2 ^ nxk"C, x* (l-x)"'* +Y, k' "C, (l-x)""* 
= ri^x^ - Iri^x^ +«x( l -x + «x) 
*=o *=0 
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or 2] "C, x' (l - x)"-' (n'x' -2nxk + k')= n'x' - 2n^x' +nx-nx' +n'x' 
*=o 
or X "C, x' {l-x)"-' {k-nxf =nx{l-x) 
*=o 
but x{\-x)<^ 
2.2.9 So. ^{k-nxy"C,x^{\-xr<^ 
Now if xG [0,4 <5 > 0 be on arbitrary no and A„{x) the set of all those 
values of k from the series 0,1,2 n for which 
k 
— x 
n 
> 5, then 
S . .M "C,x'{\-x)"-'<-^ Z-(*eA (jt) * ^ •' Ay,, 2.2.10 
^n5' 
but in Bernstein polynomials defined by (2.2) / ( % ) is bounded. 
Therefore, the factor / w) hardly differs from f{x). This means that 
the polynomials B„ {x) remains almost unchanged i f / w) is replaced in 
its terms by f{x). 
In other words the following approximation equality holds: 
k=0 
but by using (2.2.2), we get 
BAx)-Ax}<t 
t=o nj "C, x" (1 - x)"-' 2.2.11 
Now, let us denote by M the greatest value of | f{x) \ 
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Next, for £ > 0 and 5 > 0 such that 
\x"-x] <5 for x',x"e [0, 1] 
we have \f{x")-f{x')\<^ 
because f{x) is uniformly continuous. 
Let us break up the series of the numbers, k=0, 1, 2, 
categories, r „ (x) and A„ {x), putting 
n in two 
kerAx) if - X <J 
and 
keA„ix) if A: X 
n 
>5 
then sum (2.2.11) also breaks up in two sums 
Z r ^ n d j ] ^ that is 
|5„w-/WI<|XJ+|i; I 2.2.12 
by our assumption | f{x" ) - /(;c') | < | , and (2.2.2), we get 
«y 
/ - - /W"Qx*( i - ;cr 
<f Z "Qx*(l-;cr 
K^Tn(x) 
Z l ^ 
since M is greatest value of f{x) , then 
/{-] - fix) I < 2M 
2.2.13 
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Hence, 
"C.x" {\-x)' .n-k 
<2M ± "Qx^ O-x)"-* 
t^ A (x) 
n 
but by (2.2.10), 
we have 
1 
4«J' I I . H^ M 
<Ji-
2nS^ 
Therefore, from (2.2.12), (2.213) and (2.2.14), 
we have 
e M 
< —+ 7 
2 2nS^ 
if n is sufficiently large 
then — - < E nS' 
then |5„W-/W|<f + f 
2.2.14 
i.e. \B„{x)-f{x)\<e 
the following theorem gives an exact formulation of this leading 
reasoning; 
Theorem (2.11: For a function f{x) bounded on [0,1] the relation 
lmB„{f;x) = f{x) 2.2.15 
holds each point of x of / and the relation (2.2.15) holds uniformly on 
[0,1] if f{x) is continuous on this interval. 
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2.2.1 Graphical representation of Bernstein polynomials approximations 
Conueramc^ . to Sin 47ix on TO. 11. 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
1.00 
0.75 
0.50 
0.25 
-0.25 
-0.50 
-0.75 
-1.00 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
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The Weierstrass first theorem follows directly from Bernstein theorem if 
segment [0, b] coincides with segment [0,1]. We observe, however, that the 
Bernstein's theorem is more productive than the Weirstrass in this case it 
provides a sequence of well defined polynomials, while the Weierstrass only 
establishes the existence of such a sequence of approximation without stating 
any thing in regard to its construction. 
(2.3) Estimate of the Order of Approximation 
In this section we are concerned with the estimation of the order of 
approximation of a function / € C [0, 1] by Bernstein operators. It may 
be simply described by means of the modulus of continuity. For 
instance, Popiviciu [30] proved in 1935 that Bernstein operators 
B„{f ;x) (« = 1,2 ) possesses the property that there 
exists a constant K >0 such that 
\BAf;x)-f{x)\<Kco(r,-'") 
for all / eC[0, Ijall A: e [0,1] and n =1,2 , 
if CO (5) (6 > 0) is the modulus of continuity of / on [0, 1] defined by 
cOfih) = max{f{x)-f{y)\x,ye[0,l],\x-y\<h} 
He showed that 3/2 may be taken as a value of K. 
In 1953, Lorentz [24] proved that K =5/4 is also an admissible value. 
Theorem (2.2); If f{x) is continuous and co(6) be modulus of continuity 
of f{x), then 
I B„ ( / •,x)-f{x) \<-o)(f; «-"^) holds for an arbitrary natural number n 
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He also considered that if / e C'[0, 1]. The space of all real functions 
/ defined and continuously differentiable on [0, 1], then following 
inequality holds. 
Theorem (2.3); If coi(5) is the modulus of continuity of f'{x) 
and / ' e C [0,1]then 
1 r . i \ 
5 „ ( / ; x ) - / W | < - « ^ f i j , 3_ 
4 / ; « 
2.4 Saturation of Bernstein Operators 
The situation with regard to Bernstein polynomials is as follows: 
It is known that if / has continuous derivative / ' which satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition 
\f'{b)-f'{a)\<K\b-a\ 0<a<b<l 
then 
I ^« ( / ; ^) - f{x) 1 = 0 - uniformly in x 
Furthermore, o (1/«) can not be improved by increasing the smoothness 
of / , because of the following result of Voronowskoja [39]. 
Theorem (2.4) Let f{x) be a continuous function defined on [0, 1]. 
Suppose / has a second derivative at a point x, i.e., there are 
constants / ' (x)and / " (;c), so that 
f {x + h) = f{x) + f' {x)h + - f " h' + o(h') 
then 
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5„(/;x)=/(x) + i | i x ( l - x ) / " ( x ) | + o(^i 
due to this result it lias been conjectured (see Lorentz [24]) tliat a 
function / defined on [0, 1] can satisfy 
\B„{f;x)-f{x\ = o 
uniformly for some interval only if / is linear on tliat interval. 
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Chapter - 3 
APPROXIMATION OF 
FUNCTIONS BY 
KANTOROVITCH -
TYPE OPERATORS 
3.1 Introduction: 
A large number of linear positive operators studied so far 
constitute generalizations of the Bernstein operators, 
conceived under diverse forms. Among these, many certain 
parameters v\/hich, if replaced by zero, reduced to the 
Bernstein operators, for example, Stancu operators [35]. 
In 1968, Stancu [35] considered a Bernstein type operators 
Pn^"^ ( / ;^) defined as 
P}"^ if,-)=tKAx;a)f^''^ 
^=0 
3.1.1 
\"J 
based on pOlya distribution. 
fn\ *-l n-k-l 
k n ( x + va) n (l-;c + //a) 
no+Aa) 
A-0 
with X W„.kix;a) = \ 
k=0 
a being a non-negative parameter. 
If we take a=o, the operator (3.1.1) reduces to the classic 
Bernstein operators. 
3.1.1 Basic Noatation: Stancu [35] devoted his study to the 
approximation of a function f[x) defined on the interval [0,1], 
by means of the operators p}"^ (fix). For the sake of 
completeness, here we only state some results of stancu 
[35J. 
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Lemma I : The following identities 
P}"^ (^^^)=r^ l + a 
xi\-x) 
+ x{x + a) 
Convergence (3.1.1): Stancu proved the following theorem 
on the convergence of the operators (3.1.1) which includes 
theorem (2.1) as special case when a = 0 
Theorem (3.1): If / e C [ o , l ] a n d 0 < a = a (n) -^ 0 as « ^ oo, 
then the sequence {P„^"^ if;x)} converges to f{x) uniformly 
on [0,1]. 
Estimate of the order of approximation (3.1.1) 
Concerning the degree of approximation of functions by the 
operators (3.1.1) Stancu [35] proved the following interesting 
results which generalize the known results on Bernstein 
operators. 
Theorem (3.2): If / e C [0, l] and a > 0 then 
f{x)-P}"^ {f;x)\<'-co / ; . 
Theorem 3.3: If / e C ' [o, l ] , then the following inequality 
Ax)-P}''^{f;x)\< \ + an^ 
yn + a n^ 
<o, / ; . 
l + a n 
n + a n 
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holds, where co\ {S) is the modulus of continuity of / . 
Theorem (3.4): Let a = a{n)-^Oas «^oo. If / is bounded on 
[0,1] and possesses a second derivative at a point x of [0,1], 
then 
\ + a 2n n 
where s}"^{x) tends to zero when n tends to infinity. 
3.2 Approximation of functions by Kantorovitch operators 
Since Bernstein operators are not suitable for approximation 
to discontinuous functions of general type. In order to over 
come this difficulty, Kantorovitch [21] suggested a small 
modification of Bernstein operators to make it possible to 
approximate Lebesque integrable functions in the Li-norm by 
the modified operators: 
K„{f;x)={n + \)Y, 
k=o 
jfiOdt 
k_ 
\n+\ 
PMX) 
\NhereP„,(x)= \k]x'{l-x)"-', n = 1,2, 
^ = 0 , 1, 2 
Let F denote the infinite integral (see Lorentz[24]) 
jmdt, then it is obvious that 
dx B„,,if-x)^K„{flx) 
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and thus approximation by Kantorovitcti operators in Li-norm 
is in fact equivalent to approxinnation by Bernstein operators 
in BV[0,1]. 
Convergence (3.2.1): Lorentz [25] sliowed in his dissertation 
that {K„} constitutes an approximation process on Li[0,1], 
i.e. 
Theorem (3.5V. For each / e l , [o, l ] and n-> QO, one has 
\\KAf;x)-f{x)\\=]\K„{flx)-f{x)\dx 
0 
= 0(1) (« -> oo) 
For extension to Z.'',!</'<<», in fact, even dominated 
convergence hold as was shown in 1951, by Butzer in his 
thesis. Since then the problem of the rate of convergences in 
(3.2.1) posed. There is an extensive literature concerning 
local results connected with the work of Deleeuw [8], Maiyer 
[28], Ditzian and May [9], Muller [30], Wafi [40] and others. 
Concerning rates of convergences, there is the 
characterization of the saturation class given by Maiyer[28]. 
3.3 Modified Kantorovitch Operators I: 
In this section we shall state corresponding theorems 
of approximation for Lebesque integrable functions in Li-
norm by the polynomial, W„p {f;x), where 
W„p i/;x): C [0,1 + ^ ] -> C[0,1], is defined by 
n 
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n+p 
k=o 
f _k*\_ 
n+p+1 
\fit)dt 
k 
Kk(x) 
and b„,, (x) = /'n+p\ k 
\ ) 
n\-x) n+p-k 
One can observe that the results corresponding to 
Bernstein polynomials can easily be obtained by the modified 
polynomials W„p {f \x) as a particular case when p=Q 
3.3.1 Convergence: With regards to the convergence of the 
sequence of operators W„p ( / ; A:), Wafi [40] proved the 
following theorem which generalized the theorem (2.1) 
[Bernstein] 
Theorem (3.6): Let /(x)be a continuous function on [ 
0, 1 + — ] , then the relation 
n 
Hm W„^{x)=^f{x) 
holds uniformly in this segment. 
Estimate of the order of Approximation (3.3.2) 
The following theorem shows the manner in which the 
operators ^„p (/;;c) tends io f{x) which is a generalization of 
results (2.2) (theorem) 
Theorem (3.7): If / is a continuous function on 
co{5)\s the modulus of continuity of / , then 
0,1 + ^ and 
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4 1 ^n + p 
Wafi [40], further establish the following theorem which is 
generalization of theorem (2.3) and an improvement over the 
estimate (3.3.1) 
Theorem (3.8) If / is a continuous function on 
<y, {S)\s the modulus of continuity of /(;c), then 
0,1 + and 
^.(/;-)-/Wl4-r^ 0), 
regarding the asymptotic formula for twice differentiable 
functions on [0,1], Voronowskaja proved the theorem (2.4). 
Wafi [40] established the existence of such an estimate for 
the operators W „ p ( / ; x ) , which includes theorem (2.4) as 
particular case when p =0. 
Wafi [40] theorem reads as: 
Theorem (3.9): Let f{x) be a bounded Lebesque integrable 
function in 0 , 1 + ^ and supposed that the second 
derivative f"{x) exists at a certain point x of 0,1+- then 
Kp{/->x)-f{x) = x{\-x){2{n + py]f"{x) + o{n + py 
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3.4 Modified Kantorovitch Operators I I : 
Wafi [41] extended the results of Stancu [35] to Lebesque 
integrable functions in the Li.norm concerning with 
approximation by Kantorovitch-type operators WJ;''^{f;x) 
Convergence (3.4.1): With regards to the convergence of 
the sequence of operators B„{/;x), Bernstein [4] was the 
first to prove that for each /6C[o, l ] , the sequence B„{f;x), 
converges to f{x) uniformly in C[0,1] which is an 
improvement over the famous result of Weierstrass [42]. Wafi 
established the following analogous for the operators 
wl"^{f\x) with the help of following lemmas. 
Lemma I I : Fo rxe (o , l ) 
X \-X \ - l - ' 1 
.(a- \=x ^i" '( / ;^) = | 5 [ ^ ; i ^ j | jz^"^ (l-z)« dzPAf;x) 
*+i 
Where />„ (/;x) = (n + l ) 2 \\k\z'{x-z)-' f{t)dt 
Is a Kantorovitch operator. 
Lemma I I I : The following identities 
Wi''^{\;x)=\, 
WJ!''^t;x) = x, 
\ + a n{\ + a) 
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Theorem (3.10): If / e C [ o , l ] and 0<a = a(«)->Oas «->oo 
the sequence of wl"^{f;x) converges to /(x) uniformly on 
[0,1]. 
Estimate of the order of approximation (3.4.2): 
Popoviciu [33] has proved the theorem (2.2) which shows 
that manner in which the operator B„ {f;x) tends to f{x). 
Wafi [41] established an estimate of the order of 
approximation of a function / e C [ o , l] by the operator 
^t^i/'x), and defined the operators 
H^J"l:C[0,l]-^C[0,l] as 
»'J"'(/;^)=(«+i)S 
fk+\ 
n+1 
k=o 
jfiOdt 
k_ 
Kk(X'^) 
where W.{x;a) = 
n\ k-l n-k-i 
/l=0 
which is the best possible one. 
Theorem (3.11): Let / be a continuous Lebesque integral 
function on [0,1] and (a{5) be the modulus of continuity of / 
then 
wy^{f;x)-f{x)\<^o, / ; . 1 + a n 
n + a n 
where a > 0 
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Remarks: (i) One observes that for a = 0 the inequality 
in the theorem (3.11) reduces to 
\f{x) -W„{/;x)\ <^co^ ^^ 
3 
= — co 
2 
\4nj 
( l ^ 
n 
(ii) If we set a = « ' and use the property of the modulus of 
continuity. We obtain 
f^l ( 1 
| /W- w\''\f;x)\<'hco ^I^^ + \ 
Assuming / e C ' [ o , l ] , Wafi [41] assessed the difference 
\f{x)-wl"^{f;x)\ in terms of modulus of continuity of / ' with 
S = 1 + an 
n + na 
that is (O 
1 \ 
/ ' , 
\ + an]2 
n + na 
V J 
= CO, if, S) 
which is an improvement over previous estimate (3.11). 
Infact they prove. 
Theorem (3.12): Let / be a continuous Lebesque integrable 
function on [0, 1], and if <y, (s) is the modulus of continuity of 
fix), then 
l /W- KKf;x)\<^ 
where a>0 
3 l(\ + an) 
n + a n 
(o, / ; l + a n 
n + a n 
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Remark: In special case when a = 0, the inequality in 
theorem (3.12) reduces to 
\f(.). ^.(/;,)|.i^.,(/;^ 
due to Lorentz [24]. 
3.5 Asymptotic formula for twice differentiable function 
Regarding the asymptotic formula for twice differentiable 
function on C[0, 1] for Bernstein operators Voronowskaja 
[39] proved a theorem which was later extended to the 
operators P i^K/ ; * ) by Stancu [35]. 
WafI [41] established the existence of such an estimate for 
the operator wl''^{f;x). 
Theorem (3.13): Let f{x) be bounded Lebesque integrable 
function in [0,1] and suppose that the second derivative 
/"( jc) exists at a certain point x of [0, 1], then 
l + a 2x n 
where 4" ' tends to zero when n tends to zero. 
3.6 The Li-Saturation class of the Kantorovitch operators: 
As far as estimates of the degree of approximation to 
Lebesque integrable functions by the polynomial K„ (/) in 
Li-norm are concerned, very little is known. 
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A result which gives the degree of approximation of / 
by K.„ if) for a very special class of Lebesque integrable 
function / is due to Hoeffding [18]. Hoeffding's result may 
be stated as follows: 
Theorem (3.14): If / is Lebesque integrable function on 
[0, 1] of bounded variation on every closed subinterval of 
(0, 1) then 
where 
1 1 j{f)=ixH\-xr\df{x)\ 
0 
This result is useful when j{f)<co. 
In 1975 Bojanic and Shisha [6] showed that 
I I jx^{\-x) \K„{f;x)-/{x)\dx, can be estimated in terms of Li 
0 
modulus of continuity . 
1 
^ / (^)t, = sup J I f{x + t)~ f{x) I dx. 
' I S A 
Theorem (3.15): Let / be a Lebesque integrable function on 
[0, 1]. then for «>2 
I I ITT' lxH\-xY\K„{f;x)-f{x)\dx<^co ( 1 ^ 
V ; 
h 
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In 1976 Ditizian and May [9] characterized the class of function for 
which I I ^ „ ( / ; - ) - /O ILM = - [ ^ ^ 
where 0 < a < b < 1 , l<p<oo and 0<a<l 
Later on Malyer [28,29] over come some of the difficulty 
posed by the end points in an interesting fashion and 
determined the global saturation result for Z, [0,1]. 
X 
Theorem (3.16): For / e Z, [o, l] and F{X)= \ f{t)dt 
0 
the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) var(„,] (5„„ {F;)-F{))= \ \ K„ {f,x)-f{x)\dx = o(n-') 
0 
(ii) F e C (I) and F =f, feS 
S = \f:f{x) = k + '\ - / ^ ^ ^ ^ e (0>0. keRandheBV [0,i\.h{o)=h (l) = OJ 
Moreover if 
(iii) var[„,,j (5„,, (F ; •) - F Q ) =1\K„ {f,x) - f{x} dx = o(«-') 
0 
then / is constant i.e. 
The restriction h{o) = h{\) = 0 in the theorem (3.16) is 
just a normilizating condition of h{t). 
AC [0, 1] denotes the class of real valued absolutely 
continuous functions on [0, 1]. 
This result has given a partial motivation to 
Riemenschneider to solve the Lp global saturation results. 
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Chapter - 4 
DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION 
BY LINEAR POSITIVE 
OPERATORS 
4.1 
4.2 
Introduction: In 1912 Bernstein [4] defined the operators 
5«(/'-)=|;[?)-Mi--r/(f] 4.1.1 
based on binomial distribution and used them to prove the well-known 
theorem of Weierstrass which approximate continuous functions defined 
on a closed interval of real line. 
In 1930, Kantorovitch [21 ] modified the Bernstein operators as follows 
^„(/;^)=(« + i ) I 
it=0 
\fit)dt 
k 
PM 4.1.2 
Where ?„,, {x) = m x' (l - x)"-' 4.1.3 
In 1984, Khatoon [22] defined a linear positive operator A„ ( / ; x)an6 
study its properties for a continuous function defined over [0,1]. 
The Operator A., (f; x): To each continuous function / defined on 
[0,1]. Khatoon [22] associate a linear positive operator defined by 
^«(/;-)=^I(--i) \f{\-x)tdt ^m.k {x) 4.2.1 
m=0 [_ 0 
where ^ = 0, for / = 1 
s Is even when / is even 
i is odd when / is odd. 
and 
a^A^h^cA-xyil-x)- 4.2.2 
Now operator (4.2.1) can be written as 
A^ 
m+l 
k-a 
\f{\-x)tdt 
k_ 
On,,k {x) 4.2.3 
In the sequel some of the characteristics of the operator A„ ( / (/); x) are 
investigated, 
If / ( / ) = / ' in (4.2.3) then 
/ ( l - ; c ) / = ( l -xy t^ 
and therefore 
V ^ + i ; m=0 
~ (k+\ \ 
m m+l 
E 1 /' dt a„,k ( x) 
it 1=0 k 
Vm+l J 
_ 
, (0 \ {-\f{\-x)'^ ( ,. 
f k+\ 
m+l 
i(=0 
jr"^/ 
\m+l 
«MW 
or 
("+1} its 
/ t + i > 
m m+l 
E ( • * ^n,.k{x) 
*>o /I 
_ \m*\ J 
^„(^^)=tlfi^ x(«-.l) 
OT=0 
r**' ^ ' 
m 
z 
i=0 
m+l 
j tdt 
k 
«m.tW 
_ 
^m+1 ) 
A fr';.)=tijl^2: ("--') 
ms'O 
('t+l >| 
ffl m+l I \i^dt «m.*W 
i=0 k 
_ 
^m+1 ) 
Here some lemmas which are needed for proving the results are given. 
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Lemma (4.1): 
Lemma (4.2): 
Lemma (4.3): 
mx 
(m + l)' ^ ^ ' ""'"^ ' *=0 
m 
(m + iy [(/;/-1) jc' + 2 A : ' - 2 X ] 
Proof of Lemma (4.1): ^ a„,>W 
*=0 
= Z"'Q(-xr(l-^)-
t=0 
= 1 
therefore £ a„ , =1 
i=0 
Proof Of Lemma (4.2): ( OU ^)y;;:a^^(;>:) 
(m +1) 1^ 
-(-0(1-^) 
(m + l) 
-(-1)0-^) Arm! (-A:)* 
(m + l) t^LA:!(m-)t)!(l-;c)'' 
, ( - l ) ( l - x ) ^ 
(m + l) 
*=! 
m ! {-xY 
{k-lYim-kYil-x)" 
- (-1)0-^ ) f 
(m + l)(l-;c)'" t 
m (m-l)! (-x)* 
(*-l)![(m-l)-(*-l)]! 
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{-]){\-x)m Z"'-'Q.,(-xr 
*=i 
(^/M + 1) 0 ~ *) 
m X {l~x) 
(m + OO-x)" (1-.) ' 
m-l 
therefore, 
m X (-l)(l-x)j. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ » . 
Proof of Lemma (4.3) 
Im + l) t=o 
( - + 1)^  z '^««.w+i^ i;^«..w i=0 (m +1)^ t=o 
(/« + ]) ' £^ (l-;c)'" 
A: 
V ) 
{-4 
+ 7 ^ > * "», i U) 
i=0 
( l - x ) ' ^ A:A:/w!(-x)* ^ ( l -x) 
(m + l)' t^ •A;!(OT-*)!(1-;C)"' (w + l) 
{m^\)^h {k~\)\{m-k)\i^-x)" (m + 1)' 
[by Lemma (4.2)] 
(m + i y t ? (A-l)!(/w-)t)!(l-;c)'" (/« + l)' 
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{m + lfh {k-\)\{m-k)\{\-xT 
, ( 1 - ^ ^ ^ m i{-xy m x{\-x) 
{m + ]y tt {k-\)\{m-ky.{\-xT {m + \y 
Ozflly 
{m+iy ti ik-2y.{m-ky{i-xy 
i{-xy 
+ (.«+i) 
{\-x) ^ km\{-xy mx{\-x) 
{m + \)h k\{m-kyi\-xY {m + \y 
{l-xy ^ ffl(m-l)(w-2)!(-x)' 
(/« + l)^lfe (ifc-2)!(m-/fc)!(l-x)'" 
(m + 1) 
_ (l - x) m (w -1) 
T \ / ka„Ax) —;—^ ., 
*=2 
(^-2)!(-xr 
(A:-2)![(m-2)-(^-2)]! 
2 m x{\-x) 
im^^y 
(by Lemma (4.2)) 
(l-;c)' m{m-\) 
{m^iy {l-xT 
2 m x{l-x) 
" {m^iy 
{\-xy m{m-\)^„_, , y , . . y 1 2 W X ( 1 - J : ) 
(m + 1)^  ( l - ; c r ^ "^ ^ '^ "^ ^ ^ "" ^ -^^"^^ J" {m^xy 
{\-xy m{m-\){-xy r„.3 , .-2^ / ^, ^ „-2„ / x -^z] 2wx(l-;c) 
{m^Xy {X-xf ^ ^ " ^ ' ' ' ^ - "^^ ^ ^ " - ^ - " ^ J~ (« + l)^  
{[-xy m{m-X)x^ f _ Y~2 _ 2mx{\-x) 
{m-^iy {x-xT ^^"^ ~ {m^xy 
m{m-X)x^ 2mx{X-x) 
{m^xy {m^iy 
m 
{m^xy 
m 
\m~\)x^ -2;c(l-;c)] 
[(w - \)x^ + 2x^ - 2x] 
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Hence 
t=0 
m [(/n-l);c'+2;c'-2;c] 
This complete the proof of the lemmas. 
4.3 Convergence of the operator A. (f(t): x): 
With regards to convergence of the sequence of operators B„ ( / ; x), 
Bernstein [4] was the first to prove that for each function / e C [o,l], the 
sequence [B^f; ;c)} converges to /(A:) uniformly in [0,1] which is an 
improvement over the famous result of Weierstrass [42], Khatoon [22] 
establish the following analogous theorem for operator, A„ ( / (/); x) 
Theorem (4.1): If / is continuous function defined on [0,1], then the 
sequence A„ ( / (r); ^ ) converges uniformly to /(x)on [0,1]. 
Proof of theorem (4.1): Since A„ ( / (r); x) is a linear positive 
operator, it is sufficient to show that 
lim A„ (/' \x)=x' s =0,1,2, 
Now, 
^•(''-)= i^;TirS(-.) 
m'O 
m+1 
*=0 
\V dt 
V*+l ) 
««,*w 
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For i' = 0, we have 
^•<'-)=(;^l*'"^'' 
fk+l \ 
m m+1 I H' a„A^) 
k=0 it 
\m+\ J 
_ 
=0 
*+i ^ 
[n +1) : ^ Z ('"+0 
"' 1 / \ 
*=0 (m + 1) 
1 
m'O ' ( " + !) 
therefore, 
(n +1) ; ^ 
(By lemma (4.1)) 
/t+l^ ^ 
m m+1 I J " * ««,iiW 
;t=o it 
. \m+I > -
= 1 4.3.1 
or 
A„{\;x) = \ + a„ 
where a„=0. 
and lim y4„ (l; x) = 1 4.3.2 
Now for J = 1, we have 
(«+ij ^ 
(— ^ 
m+1 
k 
^m+1 J 
«m.tW 
(«+i) ^ m=0 Jk=0 
t+1 A 
m+1 
k 
m+1 
«m,*W 
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-1 ( l - x ^ ^ ( ,x 
k=-0 2{m + \f am.*(^) 
_ ( - l ) 0 - ^ ) y 1 1 *" 
*=0 i=0 
i-^Y. ^^ {n + \)z^o (w + l) z *^«.*w *=0 , (-1) y (1-^) Z ^m.*W *=0 
1 « mx 1_ « (l-x) 
(« + l)o,=0 (w + l) (n + l)m=0 2(m + l) 
(By lemma (4.2) and (4.1) respectively) 
1 <A {m + \-\)x 1 ^ (l-x) 
(« + l)ro ("J + 1) (« + l)i^o 2(m + l) 
(« + l)f:S (m + 1) [(w + l)x - x] -
1 f (1-^ ) 
(«+i);^ 
therefore, 
X - (m + l). 
1 y 0-^) 
"^('^ )^ = % ^ S ( - - 1 ) 
m=0 
k+\ 
m m+\ 
S J"* 
*=o _k_ 
m+l 
am.*(^) 
(1-x) 
' y X L _ y ^ ! _ y K^-x) 
{n + \)t', (« + l)£-o (w + l) (« + l),fo 2(/« + l) 
we have 
4.3.3 
(« + l) fn-0 
(n + l);^o (w + l) (« + l) 
where A is an absolute constant 
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Therefore, 
A„{t;x)<x + i3„. 
where 
and 
/? „= - ^log(» + l)x A\og{n + \){\-x)' (« + l) "^  2(n + l) 
lim A„ {t ;x) = x 4.3.4 
since A,->0 as « —> 00 
Now for 5=2, we have 
^"('•-)=^W^s<-) 
• ^i+1 \ 
m m+1 I 1'' dt «m,*(^ 0 
*=0 k 
\m+\ J . 
(«+U ;^ 
*+i 
t=0 
m+1 
^n.,*W 
(«+i) £-0 ^ \h 
2k^ +3)^ + 1 
3 (m + 1)' . «m.*W 
^ (1-^)' y _ I _ 
(« + l) £S (m + l) 
+ 
(1-x)^ V 1 
i«+U m.o 3(m + l) L S 
(n + l)i^o (m + l)' _ w 
{m-\)x^ -2mx + Im x^ + {\-xY 
(By lemma (4.3) and (4.1) respectively) 
' i ' (« + l);^o (m + l)' 2 2 2 ^ (i--'cy m X +mx -2mx + ~ — 
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(«+l) m=0 
mx" 2x^(m + \-\) (I-A:)^ 
(« + l) 
m + \ {m + \f 3(w + l)' 
{m + \-\)x^ _ 2x 2x {\-xf 
m + \ (m + l) (w + l)' 2{m + \Y 
Therefore, 
-^ •('"-'=S£('"^ " 
^ * + l >l 
m m+l I jr^ rfr «m,iW 
i-O i 
_ 
Vm+I J 
(«+l) /M««0 
2x 2x (l - x) 
(m + l) (m + l) {m + lf 3(/n + l)' 4.3.5 
1_-A 2 _ 2 £ + x ^ y 1 1 _ ^ (l-;c)^+6x 
(« + l ) fS "" (« + l) t ^ (m + l ) ^ (« + l);^o 3(/« + l)' 
<x^ - -
2x + ;c^  
(« + l) [^log(« + l)] + 
{l-xf +6x 
3(« + l) B. 
(Since Y rj^  < 5, B is an absolute constant). 
„=o {m + l) 
Therefore, A„ [t^ •,x)<x^ +y„ 
Where, /„ 
and lim y4„ [t^ ;x]=x 
{l-xf +6x 
3(« + l) 
5 - 2 ^ [ ^ , o g ( „ + i)] (« + l) 
4.3.6 
since ;'„ -> 0 as «-> oo 
Combining (4.3.2), (4.3.4), (4.3.6) and using Krovkin's theorem (1.1) 
proof of the theorem (4.1) is terminated. 
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4.4 Estimate of the order of approximation. 
There is an extensive literature on the speed with which 5„ ( / ; x) tends 
to f{x) as o -> 00. For Instance, Popoviciu [33] proved the following 
results in 1935. His result may be stated as: 
Theorem i: For all / G C [o,l] and for n =1,2,3 
We have 
3 1 \B„{f;x)-f{x)\<^co / ; - f , xeC[0,l] 4.4.1 
where co{f \S) {S> o)denotes the modulus of continuity of / . 
Here, we establish an estimate of the order of approximation of a 
function / e C [0,l] by the operator A„ [fif); ;c) defined by (4.2.1). 
In fact, we prove the following results: 
Theorem (4.2): Let f{x) be continuous function defined on [0,1] 
and o}{6) be the modulus of continuity of f{x), then 
\f{x)-A„{f{t);x)\<MJf;{n + \)-\ 
Now, for / to be even, 
we have 
{-^y]f{\-x)tdt=]f{\~x)tdt 
0 0 
= \f[-{\-x)t]dt 
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and for / to be odd, we have 
(-1)' lf{\-x)tdt = -jf{\-x)tdt 
= \fH-x)t]dt 
0 
and therefore, for both even and odd functions, we have 
{-\y]f{\-x)tdt = ]f[-{i-x)t]dt 
0 0 
Proof of Theorem (4.2); Since 
I n _m 
/W=7-^Z('«+i)S («+l) m=0 t=0 
I'M \ 
m+l 
\fix)dt 
\m+l 
« « . t ( ^ ) 
and 
therefore 
A(/(0;^)-/W 
lf{\-x)tdt a«.*(^) 
I ^)t ('"+o[j [(-ly /(i--)/-/wJ^/]«„,.w 
7-^Z ('«+i)fj {/[-(i--)']-/W} /^V„.W 
and 
/ W - ^ „ ( / ( 0 ; x ) | < ^ X ('" + 0 j/W-/[-(l-^)^]rf^ 
yl + l) m=0 0 
OmA^) 
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Applying the following well-known properties of the modulus of continuity 
\f{x)-f{y)\<co{\x-y\), 
Q}{AS)<{[A]+i)a){s) 
<{A + l)a){s), U>0) 
we obtain, 
\f{x)-A„{At);x)\ 
^ - r ^ S ('" + 0 lco\x + {\-x)(\di «m.*W 
\{l-x)t_+j^ 
5 
\^X^\)^Z.^21Z^-co{5)dt «m.tW 
\5)<r ('^)v i^^^\\ l(^ -^ )^  + l^ 
("+0-O i («+i)ts 0^  <? 
^ f ^ i (--01 '^«..(-) - f ^ Z (--^ 01 dta„M 
^ ai5 (-"1 (l-;c)r + x -|2 
^•(;^2;(-^o 
m=0 
• " 
r*"" "1 
m m+l I 1"* « m . i t ( ^ ) 
i=0 k 
^m+l / 
« (^) V- / A 
= 2a;(^) + ^ - ^ ^ t (;« + l) 
*=0 
m+l J 
k 
\m+\ 
(l-x)r + ;c (A « m , * ( ^ ) 
( k*\ 
m+l 
k-iQ 
1 ll-xf t^ +2x{l-x)t + x'\dt 
k_ 
\m+\ 
an,,k{^) 
by relation (4.3.1) 
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-2.w.#[^i(-)| 5' L ( „ + i) to 
' r*+i A 
m m+l 
It 
a..SA 
m+l 
k 
Vm+1 /' 
«m.*W 
-2 " 
' ("+i);^o ' t=0 
m+l 
Vm+l / 
am,tW ,] 
1 
X -
Ix ^ \ X 
x^ 2x 2x (l - xY 
(m + l) (m + l) (m + l)^ 3(m + l)' 
(« + l) »i»0 (m + l) 2(m + l)J J 
using relations (4.3.1), (4.3.3) and (4.3.5) respectively 
o (^\ ^i^)\ ^ ^ ( 2 x' 2x 2x {\-xf 
^' <5' L („ + i ) ^ t o ^ (m + l) (m + l) (m + l)' 3(m + l)' 
•2x-
2x^ ^ x x^ ^ z X l 
^ (m +1) "^  (m +1) (m +1) "^  ^ -^  J 
= 2 ^ < S ) + # 
_ L _ Y [(1-^)^+6^ X ] 
(« + l);^o 1 3 (m + l)' (m + l)J 
^2(o{s)- co{S) 
_ L _ y f(i + ^ )'+2jc X ] 
{n + l)^ 1 3(m + l)' (m + l)J 
<2co{S) + 
<2o}{S)-
co{S) 1 ^ (l + xf + 2x (« + l)„tS 3 (m + l)' 
a;(^ ) 2B 
L(«+i)j 
r « 
because, 
^0 (m + l)^ 
<5 
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2co{S) + 
co{d) 
where 
Choosing S^ 
C 
(n + 1) 
C = 2B 
C 
f{x)-A„{f{t);x)\<3co 
, we get 
C V 
« + l 
<3 
r 1 ^ 
c^ +1 (» (« + l ) 2 
^ 
= Mco / ; ( « + l)-2 
lA 
where 
M = 3 
/^  1 ^ 
C^ +1 
This competes the proof of the theorem (4.2) 
^ | ^ ^ ^ n » AZ.J ^ * . 
::*w;<i' 
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Chapter - 5 
EXPONENTIAL TYPE OPERATORS 
AND 
APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
5.1 Introduction: 
The properties of Bernstein operators are shared with other operators 
considered in the approximation theory. In this chapter we will study the 
theorems of approximation and approximation of function by Szasz -
type operators. 
The operators 
5„ :C[0,00 ] ->c [0 ,00 ] 5.1.1 
are defined by 
S„{f{t);x) = e-
k f 
k^O k\ 
are linear positive operators. 
Operators (5.1.1) are called the Szasz-Mirakyan operators of degree «. 
Kantorovitch-type modification of (5.1.1) can be defined by 
t+i 
S:{f{t);x) = ± n] f{t)dt.S„,{x) 5.1.2 
*=0 
5.2 
where S.,.k {x) = e k\ 
Operators (5.1.2) are called the Szasz-Kantorovitch type operators of 
degree n. 
Saturation Theorem For Combinations of a Class of 'Exponential 
Tvpe'Operators: In 1976 May [31] treated sequence of approximating 
operators constructed by combination of 'exponential type' positive 
operators 
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Definition (5.2.1) A positive operator S„ (/, /) is of exponential type if 
sAf,t)=] W{n,l,u)f{u)du 
A 
where A, B may be ±00 and W {n,t,u) may be a combination of 5 
functions such that 
dt 
' n ^ 
\Ul J 
xW{r,,t,u)=^ - p : W{n,t,u){u-t) 
and P(/)is polynomial of degree at most two satisfying P{t) ^ 0 on 
{A,B). 
S„ (/, /) is called regular, if 
j W{n,t,u) dt = a{n) 
A 
where a{n) -> 1, as (« ->• 00) and a{n) is a rational function of «. 
Now, defining 
and 
7=0 
c{j,k)= n 
t=o, I*J 
; c(o,o) = i, 
May [31] obtain the saturation theorem f o r A < a < p < Y < b < B 
Theorem (5.1): For regular S„ (/, /) 
ll^«(/.^.-)-/(-)IL.,=«(«") IIC[o,Aj 
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(o (n-*))implies / ' ' * ' G L„ {a, p) (or / ( " ) e C [a,6])a«t/ ?, (£»)/ = 0 
The local saturation result for the combinations of Bernstein 
polynomials was also obtained by Ditzian and May [10]. They proved 
three saturation theorems. 
First saturation theorem for a given approximation process 
determines its optimal rate of convergence and the rate is achieved. 
Second saturation theorem is for the approximation process 
-^ n (/.^.') using certain combination of Bernstein polynomials and 
/ e C [0,1]. Third theorem deals with the approximation process 
S-r (/,A:,/)using combination of Szasz operators and / e C [0, «). 
5.3.1 Modified szasz Mirakvan operators: 
In 1982, Singh and Varshney [37] defined a sequence of Szasz 
type operators which maps the space of bounded continuous 
functions into itself as 
{my 
x+ — 
K n) 
Where P„,,(/) = e ^^  
and X G [ 0,00) 
is fixed and proved some approximation properties. 
But motivating by the work of Derrienic (1981) [11] on modified 
Bernstein polynomials introduced by J. L. Durremeyer for functions 
integrableon [0,1]. 
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In 1988, Agarwal [1] propose a sequence of modified Szasz 
operators defined on the space of integrable functions on [ 0, oo) as 
[M„^,f){t)^M„,{f{y\t) 
= Z P..,. (0 ] P..k iy) fix + y)dy, where t,xe [o, oo) 
k=0 0 
and X is fixed. Clearly {M„^ f){t) is a positive linear operator. 
Here C^i 0, oo) denotes the class of real valued bounded and 
uniformly continuous functions on [0, QO) with the norm 
l|/L=sup 1/(01 
( £ [O.oo) 
and give the following results. 
Theorem (5.2): Let f be integrable on [ 0, co) and feC„ [0,oo), 
then 
f '^ 
V / 
where coj is the modulus of continuity of / on [ 0, oo) 
Theorem (5.3): Let / be integrable on [ 0, oo) and/ 'eC^ [o,oo), 
then 
(M„„v/)(0-/(^ + /)l<-ll/'L+«"^a,,,(«)-lJ2 ( 0 t + - \ + \2 / + -
>< n) 
where (w^ . is modulus continuity o f / ' on [O, oo). 
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Theorem (5.4^: Let / be bounded and integrable on [ 0, «) and let 
/ " exists at a point {x + t)e [0, oo), tlien 
lim n[(M„,/){()-fix + t)\ = f'{x + t) + tr{x + t) 
Furtlier the limit holds uniformly in (x + /) e [O, a] if 
f''{x + t)GC[a,b] 0<a<b 
In 1988, Singh, and Tiwari [38], consider the Szasz Durrmeyer operator 
and prove the following results: 
Theorem (5.5V. Let / e c''^ '^  [o,oo) and let co be the usual modulus 
of continuity. 
Thenfor«>r r =0,1,2, 
' " ' ' ^|n \ ^nj [ 2 V 1+-
where k„^ {x) = x + {r +1) {r + 2)/ 2n 
5.4 L p - Approximation by a linear combination of Modified Szasz 
MIrakvan Operators: 
In 1990, Agarwal [2] prove the Lp - approximation by a linear 
combination of modified Szasz Mirakyan operators. 
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If / eLp [ 0, oo), (PS 1), a sequence of modified Szasz-Mirakyan 
operators is defined as 
CO 
SAf^()=l W{n,t,u)f{u)du 
0 
Where W{n,t,u) = nf^ P„A()PnM 
i'=i 
and P„^{t) = e' {nty 
v! 
Let, i/,, i = 0, 1, 2 , l< be distinct positive integers. In order 
to improve the order of approximation by these operators, they use a 
linear combination of S„ {f,t) 
sAfM = T C{j,k)s,„{f,t) 
y=0 
where c{j\k)= f j 
/=«,i*j 
d. \ 
[dj-d,) k^Q 
and C ( 0, 0) = 1 
Let 0 < ai < 32 < b2 < bi < 00 ; then 
Theorem (5.6): Let feLp [o, oo>, p>\ for all n sufficiently large. 
\\sAfM-f\l^{h)^M,L,,,, ( 1 f,n\P,L + « -(*+i) LF [ 0 . ~ ) I 
Where co^,^^ {f,S,P,I^) is the (2k+2)* modulus of smoothness of f 
in the space of L,. (/jMj^-is a constant independent of f and n and 
I,=[a,,b] i=1,2. 
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5.5 Weighted Approximation by Szasz Mirakvan Operators: 
In 1994, Zhou Ding Xuan [43] proved the weighted approximation of 
Szasz-i\/lirakyan operators as follows: 
Le tO<a<1 , b>0 
Q){x) = x'' [l+xY'' and S„{f){x) denotes the Szasz-Mirakyan 
operators defined by (5.1.1), then 
Theorem (5.7): For 0 < a < 1 
The functions feC [o,Qo)such that 
(Oj e /.„ [0,oo) and 
co{x) 1 {SJ) - fix) I < M{f) n" {n^N,x>^) 
are characterised. 
In 1995, Adell, [3] prove some results on the positive linear operators 
and define the operators, 
so 00 
G,=y,\ /(«) Z 9,,* {x) q.., («) du, X > 0 
0 *=0 
/ is integrable 
In this operators if y t = t and 
^{txV 9,,k [x)-
V k'- J 
then G, becomes the Szasz- Durrmeyer operator and it is denotes by 
A-
They use the probabilistic methods and obtain the following results: 
(i) L„ preserves monotonicity and convexity. 
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(ii) Transformation of the Lipschitz constants of order 1 and 2 by 
operators L,. 
(iii) Convergence of the operators and rate of convergence. 
5.6 Pointwise results on Simultaneous Approximation bv Szasz-tvpe 
Operators: 
In 1997, Li Bing [27] prove the pointwise results on simultaneous 
approximation by Szasz type operators as 
Let Cg [ 0, oo) be the set of bounded and continuous functions on [ 0, oo). 
The Szasz Mirakyan operators of degree n are defined (5.1.1) and the 
Szasz-Kantoroviteh operators of degree n are defined by 
00 n 
s:{f{f);x) = Y^n\f{t)dt S„_,{x) 
t=0 k 
Where s„,{x) = e-"'^^^^ 
k\ 
The linear combinations of S„ ( / ; jc)and Sl [f; ;c)are defined by 
Sn,r{f;x) = ''x^ C.in)S„.{f;x) 
S:,r if •'-) = % C.{n)S*^if;x) 
here ni, Ci (n) satisfy.some conditions. 
They give the characterization in terms of the classical modulus of 
smoothness cor ( / , 5) for the oo - norm by means of the pointwise 
simultaneous approximation. 
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An equivalence relation between the derivatives of tliese 
operators and smoottiness of function is also proved. As an example 
they prove the following theorem. 
Let / ' ' ' 6 Cg [0,00) r e « , s<r<s + r 
SGNQ g){x) = 4x, 
then the following the statements are equivalent 
(i) (s„(/;x)-/Wy'|<M,f4^ + -L ^fc. 
V " « y 
(ii) lsl{f;x)~f{x)f\<M, 
(o-j) 
(iii) oy,(f^^h)=:o[h"-) 
here M,, M^ are positive constants independent of n, x and / . 
5.6.1 Pointwise estimates for Simultaneous Approximation of Szasz 
type operators 
In 1998, Sheng [16] considered the r*'' linear combination with some 
special subsequence {n,]c:Nand constant cofficient d (n) such that 
A - - 1 
Sn,r{f;x)^^^ C.{n)Sn.{f;x) 
I I 
for seZ^, 
and X e [o,l] 
s <a <s + r. d„{x)=x^ +«'^ 
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then they prove the three statements 
(i) \{L„Af;x)-f{x)f] = o 
(ii) ^ ; . ( /W; / )=o( /« - ) 
r 1 N « -
« ^ Sl-'{x) 
and 
(iii) |^ '^47)(/ ;^) | = o 
/^  I 
n ^ Sl-^{x) 
are mutually equivalent, where the operators, L„, (/;JC)stands for 
5„ , , ( / ;x)and Sl{f;x) 
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